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Plain and simple and totally unexpectedâ€•this small, plain-text, NLT metal-cover Bible is about

giving teens something totally unique without directly saying it's for them. The Metal Bible has the

hippest exterior ever! With a metallic matte finish on the outside and the complete NLT translation

on the inside, the Bible will be a favorite among students of all ages. Style-conscious teens will find

this lightweight, compact edition of the Scriptures irresistible.
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I found this bible outstanding for a military man.I can just throw it in my pack or cargo pocket about

destorying it. it is great as a gift to a soldier sailor or marine overseas, the normal paper would get

destroyed by the constant mosture of pack and cargo pockets the metal case does wonders I love it

would be great as a gift I just made they made all bibles this tough

Excellent translation, easy to read and understand. The metal case is unique and great for

travelling. It protects the pages and keeps bookmarks and papers from falling out.

This is one of the greatest looking Bibles I've seen so far, I desided to purchase one and it looks

and feels great. A very nice edition to purchase. It is definately a good choice for a gift or for



yourself. The bible will always be a good gift but this goes a mile further cause the look is impresive

and well done. I highly recommend it for those who take their personal things seriously and like

good,high quality stuff and gifts.Buy it you won't be dissapointed!!!

I bought this Bible for my teenager at the end of the school year. When I first saw this Bible I thought

my daughter was'nt going to like because of the small print. But she thought it looked cool and with

the metal case it did'nt look like any other Bible she had seen before. The first time she took it to her

youth group it was a hit, everyone wanted to know where she got it. Now she reads it more than any

other Bible she's owned, it's very easy to under stand. With the help of one of those credit card

looking plastic magnifing glasses she has no problem studying her lessons. It's price is just about

right and I don't have to buy a cover for it and it's very tough (she droped it a few times and it can

take the punishment she gives it, only had to bend it back in shape one time, very easy). I only wish

that they made them bigger, thats why I only give it 4 stars, because it is difficult for me to read

without a magnifing glass but every teen and young adult that we know likes it.

I had a hard time giving this book only 4 stars, but I wish it had a version that came with apocryphal

texts.This version is meant to target teens, which I am not. However I just love it. The metal slips

easily in and out of my purse. No zipper to wear out, no leather to scuff. Another reader mentions

the tiny print. It IS small, but very clear. Some of us older "teens" may need reading glasses.

Thankfully I'm not yet there...

I work with teens. The Bible I've been using is sooooo beat up from being shoved in a backpack on

the way to camp, to work, to Bible studies, or to a Young Life club. I just bought this(in the orange

"one way" version)and plan on taking it with me everywhere! It's small (mentioned by another

reader), but very "readable". I'm excited because this Bible should survive getting "attacked" from

the random pens floating around in my purse/backpack. It's light enough I can take it anywhere! I

plan on taking it to the mall to get it engraved w/ my name! Woo hoo! I can't wait to use this Bible to

do a club talk at Young Life.....Take care all! Happy reading! Fight the good fight!God bless!

This Bible is sturdy and will give you many long years of use. It is also an attention grabber and

people just naturally ask about it. Very nice translation as I found it very easy to follow and

understand. Definately a Bible I enjoy.



Bought 3 for my boys and they take them to church every week. Hoping they will start reading them

more frequently soon but this bible is a nice translation for kids and the metal cover is really cool.
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